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for education & research



• Current and former operator of cutting-edge telescopes 
and instrumentation, including LOFAR & Apertif/WSRT. 

• Active astronomy group undertaking fundamental 
research. 

• Cutting-edge technology development, including 
everything from receiver systems to processing 
pipelines.





https://www.discoverholland.com 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/eelkedekker/5447913576 
https://tulipfestivalamsterdam.com 
https://bicycledutch.wordpress.com/2013/03/28/amsterdam-bicycle-rush-hour/
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www.lofar.eu



LOFAR compared to SKA-Low 

• Reaches lower frequencies 
• Provides ~10 times better 

angular resolution 
• Has ~10 times less collecting area





Distributed archive across SURF, 
Forschungszentrum Jülich, Poznan 
Supercomputing & Networking 
Centre 
~60 PB under management





ADEX — a  new portal based 
on ESAP — currently under 
construction



The NLSRC v0.1 EoI: Considerations
• Positive answers to responses to effectively all hard requirements. 

• Some requirements were felt to be under-specified (e.g. software stack includes a number of 
“possibles”; the validation tests haven’t been defined) or impossible for a single site to fulfil (e.g. 
inter-site connectivity requirements). 

• Dedicating the “raw numbers” requested for computing & storage continuously is challenging; the 
more motivation the project can provide, the easier this is to justify to funding sources. 

• Given the scale of infrastructure at SURF, we can easily consider “bursting” to additional hardware 
for specific tests. 

• As a smaller partner, we are eager to collaborate with others. 

• Scale of commitment beyond v0.1 TBD; dependent on the success of the v0.1 process.



Closing Thoughts

• The NLSRC team bring experience of actually running a very large (by 
contemporary standards) geographically-distributed astronomical data archive. 

• Many of our near-term goals for LOFAR are aligned with the SRCNet aims; the 
closer we can align these, the more we all stand to benefit. 

• Regardless of the outcome of the EoI process, we look forward to collaborating 
in any way we can to make SRCNet v0.1 successful.


